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Tips

A Word on the Trip Diaries and Their  
Odd Titles

Loie has always taken notes on our trips; I used to struggle with a 
lot of gear and took pictures. At some point she got a small camera 
and took over the photography. Before digital photography and 
personal computers, Loie and I used to make picture albums for 
our trips. Now we’ve gone digital!

As you may have read in the Introduction document and the 
diary for Driving Yo, we’ve been taking trips we call Driving the 
Stone Age. That’s a long story, but we’ve both been interested in 
old stuff for a long time, so we took one trip in 1999, to the Scottish 
Highlands and out islands, looking for what we thought would be a 
good introduction to the beginnings of Western Civilization in the 
Neolithic monuments so prevalent there. We decided we weren’t 
seeing the beginning, but that it was fun nonetheless. (See The Rocks 
in our Heads, Driving the Stone Age I: Highlands and Islands.) And 
we got the Europe bug, so went to Italy and France, sometimes on 
trips that were mainly Driving the Stone Age, sometimes not.

So as the trip diaries and albums accumulated, and when we 
created a Life List of prehistoric sites, I started to name the trips. 
We had DtSAs, and Interludes: trips with few or no prehistoric sites. 

Then, I started to write an essay based on our thoughts garnered 
driving the Stone Age, and a whole lot of reading. Loie didn’t like 
the working title, so I changed it to The Rocks in Our Heads. When 
the Trip Diaries went digital, I decided to munge the two projects 
by including a serial version of the essay at the ends of the diaries.

So now we have The Rocks in Our Heads: DtSAs and The Rocks 
in Our Heads: Interludes, both of which may end with an essay 
installment.

Documentation Notes

In the beginning, Loie wrote out her Trip Diaries in longhand 
in notebooks. For our trip “Driving the Stone Age X, The Oldest 
Stones” she bought a netbook computer and began to write her 
diaries with it. That made formatting the diaries a lot easier!

But there were a few trips since that one where lugging the net-
book was less than congenial, and she went back to hand-written 
notes. 

Her handwriting is beautiful, and I wanted to preserve some 
aspects of it. In the Trip Diaries it has a few short-hand style 
shortcuts. So, when you see + meaning “and,” or @ meaning “at,” 
or “w/” meaning “with” you will know that I have transcribed a 
hand-written diary.

Navigation Tips

These interactive PDFs include… 
a Bookmarks List for Days and their individual events,  use 
the Bookmarks; we hope your device will make that easy; 
a clickable/tappable Table of Contents, and; 
various hyperlinks.

You may also just page through by… 
scrolling, clicking Page Down buttons, or; 
right side tapping/right left swiping; 
depending on your viewing device.

➧  Zoom the pictures to examine details.
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Preparation
There was a lot of it!

Day 1: Monday, September 21, 
2009—Departure

Day 2: Tuesday, September 22, 2009—Arrival
Alyssa documents our apartment
Piazza del Popolo
Basilica Parrocchiale Santa Maria del Popolo
Relax at home
Heading for the Spanish Steps after supper
The Monster House in the dark

Day 3: Wednesday, September 23, 2009—
Buvette; Angelina’s; Victor Emanuelle 
Roof, Forum, Colosseum

Breakfast at Buvette
Up the monument!
Back to earth and to the Forum
The Colosseum
A little snack at Giolitti’s gelateria
Home schibbling supper
Some of Alyssa’s sketches for the day

Day 4: Thursday, September 24, 2009—
Vatican Museums, St Peter’s; Mondo 
Pop, Otello’s

Pinacoteca
Out for snack lunch then on to the Belvedere

On the way to the Chapel, the Animals Room
Headed for the Basilica
Stopping off at a rioni fountain
In line for the basilica!
While Loie kindly holds a place, Alyssa and 

Bucky explore the piazza
Into the Basilica
The back of the Filarete doors
Home, with cats
Out to Otello’s
And home again

Day 5: Friday, September 25, 2009—Trevi & 
Dioscuri Fountains; Enoteca Capranica; 
Cat Sanctuary

Trevi fountain
Palazzo del Quirinale
Back down the hill
Enoteca Capranica
Around the corner to the Pantheon
Tazza D’Oro
The Pantheon
The rioni fountain of the Books on Via degli 

Staderari
Piazza Navona
Pasquino, most famous of the Talking Statues
The Cat Sanctuary

Day 6: Saturday, September 26, 2009—Villa 
Giulia; Pincian Hill

Out in the morning: a via Margutta 51 cat!
At the Villa Giulia museum
The only half-decent of the Comics Panels
Lunch after the museum
Inside the Porta Popolo, a flood height marker
Up on the Pician Hill
Finding the meridian sight
Re degli Amici
The Spanish Steps

Day 7: Sunday, September 27, 2009—Cecelia 
Metella Restaurant; Giolitti’s

Table of Contents: Preparation through Day 7
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Day 8: Monday, September 28, 2009—
Shopping on Rienza; Ara Pacis, Fausto; 
Dal Pollarolo 1936

Quick lunch at Portofino Caffe
Piazza dei Quiriti
A school on the walk home
Our door
Dedicated to Canova because his studio was 

here
Meeting Fausto
The fountain of the Ara Pacis
Chiesa di San Rocco all’Augusteo, with good 

water stuff on it
First, Fontana della Botticella
Flood level marker
The Fontanella della Scrofa used to be here
Enjoyed fried chicken at Dal Pollarolo 1936
Piazza del Popolo by night
Home

Day 9: Tuesday, September 29, 2009—Palazzo 
Barberini; Colline Emiliane; Antonio’s 
Tour, Testaccio

Bernini’s Triton fountain in Piazza Barberini
A tiny bit of the ancient Servian/Republican 

Wall, from the early 4th century bc
Palazzo Barberini, another Roman Holiday 

filming location
Colline Emiliane for lunch
S. Maria Liberatrice, where Loie photographed 

our signs
MACRO (Museo D’Arte Contemporanea Roma) 

Testaccio
Back home to via Margutta with Antonio
Alyssa’s admiring servers at Gusto’s

Day 10: Wednesday, September 30, 2009—
Ostia Antica; Hostaria da Pietro

The entrance to Ostia Antica
Last stop: the floor of the Mithraeum of 

Felicissimus

Day 11: Thursday, October 1, 2009—Ecstasy 
of St. Teresa; Borghese Park, Shopping, 
Giolitti’s; Babett

Waiting at Santa Maria della Vittoria to see 
The Ecstasy of St. Teresa

Over to the Borghese park again
Supper at Babette

Day 12: Friday, October 2, 2009—Return

Afterword
A Few Notes Afterwards

Table of Contents: Day 8 through Afterwards

◀   Table of Contents: Preparation through Day 8
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Preparation

Preparation

Loie said, “I think for Alyssa’s graduation present, we should take 
her to Rome.”

That sounded very generous and like a lot of fun. And there was 
a particular reason for the thought. We had just learned, or been 
reminded, that our niece Alyssa had been studying Latin for three 
years of high school. That was impressive and deserved a reward.

Perhaps our idea of a reward and congratulations—a trip to 
Rome—might not have perfectly matched that of a young woman 
graduating high school? So Loie said Alyssa could choose: either 
the trip to Rome, or an equivalent amount of money to put toward 
expenses of her choice. Alyssa chose Rome!

We were planning.
There may have been somewhat of an ulterior motive at play. 

Loie had found an apartment for rent inside the via Margutta 51 
complex, site of Joe Bradley’s apartment in Roman Holiday. It was 
named Apartment Attico Margutta. The supposed location of that 
movie location apartment had been an obsession of mine for years. 
(And to read more about all that see the Afterword.)

Of course that wouldn’t thrill Alyssa nearly as much as it would 
us, but Rome is Rome.
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Day 1: Monday, September 21, 2009—Departure

Day 1: Monday, September 21, 2009—Departure

Alyssa & her parents came to supper last night to see A off—
she stayed overnight. Bucky made her watch Roman holiday!

Plenty of time in the morning & departure @ 12:30, about 
83 +∕− miles to Dulles via 15, arrived in the Gold lot (shuttle 
stop 20) @ 2:20. The bus driver waited for us to get our bags 
out & over to him. Amazing. Quick ride to the terminal. 
Quick bag checks as we had printed out boarding passes, 
incredibly friendly counter staff.

Through security in a few minutes—again a surprise—and 
on to the shuttle to terminal C, gate 4—at our gate by 3:30, 
boarding begins at 5:30. Encountered yet another nice United 
employee, a man with a print list of departure gates. He actu-
ally asked me if I needed help & confirmed gate C4. He said 
sometimes departures aren’t posted at all!
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Day 2: Tuesday, September 22, 2009—Arrival

Day 2: Tuesday, September 22, 2009—Arrival

Our journey was uneventful, except for a brief migraine 
Alyssa had on the plane. Everything else went more or less 
smoothly, United employees all friendly & helpful.

Passport control a bit slow with only 4 people & plane-
loads of non-EU people trying to pass through. But it 
worked & Arturo (not Gino) was waiting. (Hindu? UA flight 
attendant told me next time to get the Hindu vegetarian 
meal—better, he said, than the Asian.)

Rosie waiting for us. B gaga @ being inside the complex. 51 
via Margutta 32 is homey—some very loose bannisters and 
a mini-maze of rooms & windows. We have to limit opening 
doors & windows to the fecundity due to wasps & mosqui-
toes—lots of f lowers plus standing water in urns & crocks 
outside.

We had a bit of a key problem—Rosie broke off a key in 
the door & all the keys (on the street & at the door) work 
hard—old doors & locks. The residences behind the door on 
Margutta are many & labyrinthine. Except for artists in the 
ground level courtyard, we are apparently the only rental 
property amongst private properties.

After arriving, unpacking, dealing with broken keys, meet-
ing David Nichols, setting up A’s Internet connection, we went 
to lunch! We diverged a little to walk along Margutta & see a 
few things, but mainly headed for a house recommendation: 
Ninos.* On the way ATM rejected card/transaction—maybe 
exchange rate pushes 500€ over $750 limit? Looked fairly 
typical inside, a fat white American outside advised us it was 

* It looks wonderful on the website, and by now I don’t remember it at all. Maybe 
a bad night?

“good.” Our server was a character, physically a bit like timid 
dad in Back To The Future, but not timid.

Rather pretentious mean-faced lady ensconced behind 
Bucky at the pay station. Alyssa had to look at her snarly 
face throughout the meal. I ordered spaghetti alla vongole, 
B Tuscan bean soup w/ bread (Ninos has a Tuscan pro-
pensity) & Tuscan chicken (with bones); Alyssa ravioli with 
cheese & spinach; & a carafe of red for the table.

The spinach cheese ravioli was gone, so she got ravioli with 
white truffle oil. She liked it! She tried her first taste of red 
wine, found it okay, but not compelling— “Not as bad as I 
thought it might be” but not good with white ravioli.

My clam spaghetti was good, B’s Tuscan bean soup excel-
lent (Alyssa didn’t like it), his chicken turned out to be bony 
chicken McNuggets! Deep fried balls of bone! Not a success 
Scratch Nino off the list.

We decided to walk to Piazza del Popolo before collecting 
supper & groceries at the supermarket on Vittorio. Got into 
the church for the Caravaggios (church opened @ 4)—Alyssa 
seemed underwhelmed. I’ll leave space here for B to add 
more details.**

Alyssa & I were flagging by 4:30, so we headed for the mar-
ket, bought wine, supper, milk, etc. & came home. Big green 
street door still open (why is it opened this week & never 
was last November?). Everyone relaxed & dozed. I took a 
shower & fell asleep. We all woke up for supper at home, then 
decided to visit the Spanish steps at 10:30.

** Which I never did. I hope these Travel Diary Trip Documents are making up 
for my previous laxity.

http://www.ristorante-nino.eu/
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Day 2: Tuesday, September 22, 2009—Arrival

Less people but still many, kids on steps. We walked to the 
top for photos—Alyssa has a nice camera—& after watching 
her I tried & was successful making a couple of short movies 
using my camera. There may be sound, too. We walked down 
to the Monster House—still covered up. As we headed home, 
I wanted gelato—in search of it we passed Antico Enoteca, 
Ostello & Degli Amici. Found chocolate & panna cotta gelato. 
Home @ 11:30. Going to be a good sleep!



Courtesy of Alyssa

First things first. Alyssa documents our apartment, beginning with her rooms.
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David sets up our Wifi.
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Views of the complex from our roof.
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Off to Piazza Popolo.





Bucky is already pontificating about via Margutta 51 and Roman Holiday. For the full story, see our website.

http://lovebunnies.luckypro.biz/01_stuff/roman_holiday/romanholidaymarg.html




From Roman Holiday, Giovanni’s balcony.
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Another apartment claiming to have something to do with the movie.
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Courtesy of Alyssa

Along Via Margutta, headed for the Spanish Steps.
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The Barcaccia fountain, foot of the Steps.
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A courtyard and fountain on Via Bocca di Leone.
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Piazza del Popolo.
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On Via Luisa di Savoia admiring the Latin inscriptions on the Porta del Popolo.
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Back through the gate, to the Santa Maria del Popolo for Caravaggios.
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Basilica Parrocchiale Santa Maria del Popolo.
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Nino’s? Or on the way!



Courtesy of Alyssa

Relax at home.
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Heading for the Spanish Steps after supper.
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Top of the Spanish Steps.
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The Monster House in the dark.
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Courtesy of Alyssa
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Day 3: Wednesday, September 23, 2009—Buvette; Victor Emanuelle Roof, Angelino’s; Forum, Colosseum, 
Palatine Hill; Giolitti’s; Internet at home

Day 3: Wednesday, September 23, 2009—Buvette; Victor Emanuelle Roof, Angelino’s; Forum, Colosseum, 
Palatine Hill; Giolitti’s; Internet at home

Morning notes—
Great day in ancient Rome—HOT & SUNNY YAY!
B out exploring the compound warren to locate more RH 

scenes for his web site. We have a fig tree & a lime tree. A’s 
downstairs bedroom has a door opening to a little terrace. 
Everything is lush, green, fulsome. Stone stairs & walkways. It 
all may be a bit rundown but I love it!

Evening notes—
In general walked around & above Forum—but not before 

breakfast at Buvette—a bit of a production but good. We 
didn’t get started till midmorning—natch, & stopped at 
Spagna Mickey D for bathrooms. Bought transit passes, to 
Col stop and walk up street to VE monument for rooftop 
views of city.* That didn’t work! Everything OK as we walked 
around the terraces. Then B said let’s finally go up the elevator.

When out on top, after a bit we saw A hunched over a rail 
with her eyes closed. She had a panic attack from the height—
down immediately. Except that a nitwit elevator operator was 
chatting with a group and wouldn’t go down! We tried to say 

“down please” but just got ignored. Eventually we got down. A 
feeling better. We feeling bad about it!

Checked ticket line at Forum & found no in & out, so @ 
12:30, decided to lunch 1st. Chose Angelino’s of context Rome 
same. Pizzas—bresaola/rucola moi, prosciutto/funghi B, 

* Not sure that was our route. Alyssa has pictures of the Corso for this morn-
ing. Neither Loie nor Alyssa has pictures of the Colosseum, or the Via dei Fori 
Imperiali. I think Loie was remembering a morning we had with Mary & Ed.

cheeses Alyssa. She didn’t like the brie or gorgonzola, so B & I 
made out like bandits with her removed bits.

Interesting contretemps in Forum ticket line. A lady and 
friend went up to the booth to read the price signs inconve-
niently placed between the two windows—couldn’t really see 
them until at windows—and a man in line near us shouted to 
get in line, back here. The lady very studiously ignored him 
until he shouted again, then turned and shouted back, “Don’t 
be so nervous!” A new catchphrase.**

Into the forum, looking for house of Augustus—last entry 1 
PM! We missed it! But good walk round the Forum with mod-
ern art. Up to Palatine Hill—sights, museum, a sleepy rest on 
grass in gardens. Alyssa sketching. On to the Coliseum, then 
Giolitti with stops along the way.

Home, e-mail from Antonio, meet tomorrow for cab 
ride to Vatican & chat. Supper at home despite giant gelati 
(pistachio and champagne for me!) Casual supper plus wine. 
Lots of fun looking at the Internet—cute overload site, boots, 
Facebook, etc. Something we wouldn’t do on our own and 
with A egging us on, it was fun.

** Except I remember that she did then butt in line a little way back. Perhaps she 
had a friend there? I don’t think so!
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Breakfast at Buvette, around the corner. With spremuta!
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The Marcus Aurelius Column in the Piazza Colonna.
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Via dei Fori Imperiale, on the way to the Victor Emmanuel II monument.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Altare_della_Patria
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Up the monument!
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Back to earth and to the Forum.
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Courtesy of Alyssa

Off to lunch at Angelino’s.
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Back to the Forum in search of the House of Augustus.
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Oh no, closed! Ah well, up to the Palatine Hill.
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Constantine’s Arch, on the way to the Colosseum.
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The Colosseum.
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A little snack at Giolitti’s gelateria.
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Home schibbling supper.



Courtesy of Alyssa

Some of Alyssa’s sketches for the day.
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Day 4: Thursday, September 24, 2009—Vatican Museums, St Peter’s; Mondo Pop, Otello’s

Day 4: Thursday, September 24, 2009—Vatican Museums, St Peter’s; Mondo Pop, Otello’s

Evening notes—
About 10 PM. Another beautiful, warm day.
We all got up on schedule & B went down @ 9:25 to find 

Antonio Barbieri* & bring him up to the apartment. He 
called his driver to take us to the Vatican. His driver was a 
stereotype, burly, hair back from for head, silent. Antonio 
is tall & lanky—jeans & jeans jacket, silly sneakers. When B 
expressed concern about making the 10 AM entrance to the 
Vatican, Antonio told him, “Don’t be so nervous! This is Italy.” 
Again the don’t be nervous!

On the drive, Antonio pointed out the “best” shopping 
street—Bucky remembers the name. We hope to meet up 
with Antonio again Saturday afternoon.

So, Antonio and his driver dropped us off, we zoomed 
into the Vatican museums with our prepaid online reserva-
tion & got our entrance tickets. Not nervous! We planned 
to visit the Pinacoteca, & Raphael rooms before the Sistine 
Chapel. Added animals for fun.

We looked at our favorites in the Pinacoteca—Alyssa’s 
camera batteries dying, alas. Loved the frescoed angel musi-
cians—prime for cute overload.com I can hardly remember 
everything from just a few hours ago! Sculptures wonderful, 
love seeing them again & of course the Sistine Chapel. “Shhh!”

I got yelled at for not having my jacket on & for sitting and 
leaning back on the marble steps to look up—probably that 
maneuver impedes traffic f low. After that, every time they 

* Antonio was one of the helpful Slow Travelers who were contributing to the 
Roman Holiday locations project. I’ve looked for emails to and from him and can’t 
now find any about meeting on this trip, but, somehow, he agreed to do it!

yelled at someone I thought they were yelling at me. B & I sat 
for a long time &, finally, leaving—no Alyssa. PANIC! She 
was not outside the door, so B went in search while I waited 
just outside the chapel. He found her quite a distance away, 
leaning against the wall on some stairs, drawing. PHEWPH! 
She said we got separated & and she went out. Had a bit of 
chat about what to do when separated.

Got stamps at Vatican PO. 
Lunch at pizza ristorante in the museum.
Got batteries at shop outside the Vatican—shopkeeper said 

“Mama mia!” when an old man stumbled on the steps.
Then we were off to the Basilica @ about 2:30 or 3—seemed 

like a long line but moving fast. I stood in line while B 
showed Alyssa the marker for the center spot of the pillars. 
Inside, right to the Pieta; saw the gilded model of the Tempietto 
in the side chapel, curtained off for mass; still couldn’t get 
to King Wenceslaus. Inspected Bernini’s baldacchino with the 
Barberini bees; another service blocking the Bernini Memento 
Mori, though at least we could see it.

Best—the little figures of workmen dancing at the bottom, 
inside, big doors!** In the Cadogan, natch. Probably not in 
Frommer’s, I’m guessing?

Decided to take a taxi home—went to Lala’s for jewelry 
and Mondo Pop—A bought a button for her bag. 2 €. Near the 

** “The peculiarity of the iconography, obscure inscriptions, and placement of the 
relief makes this one of the most curious artist’s signatures of the Renaissance.”

— Robert Glass; The Art Bulletin, December 2012; Volume XCIV, Number 4
I’m sorry we didn’t have this as a reference when we went to Rome, because in it 

is a closeup picture of Filarete’s cat. Alyssa would have liked that!

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/San_Pietro_in_Montorio
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/St._Peter's_Baldachin
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tomb_of_Pope_Alexander_VII
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tomb_of_Pope_Alexander_VII
http://www.mondopop.it/main.php%3Fview%3Dexhibitions_list%26type%3D3
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jewelry store, the shop that’s never open—B bought chevre, 
3 bottles wine (hope it’s good—twice grocery store prices!) 
grappa! YUM! & those little pretzel-like rings, Med-style.

Modern art gallery opening next door to us. In for a few 
mins, then off to Otello’s—easy.

Good carbonara, A’s fresh pasta Otello (tomatoes & basil) 
a success, Frascati. Home. Reading, captioning, writing, tub 
soak! Grappa!
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Pinacoteca.
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Out for snack lunch then on to the Belvedere.
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On the way to the Chapel, the Animals Room.
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Headed for the Basilica.



Stopping off at a rioni fountain.
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Getting in line for the basilica!
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While Loie kindly holds a place, Alyssa and Bucky explore the piazza.
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Into the Basilica.
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The back of the Filarete doors.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Filarete


We didn’t know it at the time, but next to the camel’s foot are the dog and cat assumed to have lived in Filarete’s studio.
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We went back to get a picture of the collonade center.
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Home, with cats.



Out to Otello’s.





And home again.
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Day 5: Friday, September 25, 2009—Trevi & Dioscuri Fountains; Enoteca Capranica; Pantheon, Piazza 
Navona, Pasquino; Cat Sanctuary

Evening notes—
Sunny & warm today!

We slept in a bit this morning, coffee at home (B made—
delicious, using ILLY I bought), left @ 11-ish a.m.

First, Trevi fountain, photos, coins tossed in jostling 
through crowds taking photos, eating gelato, tossing 
coins over their shoulders into the fountain. Then to the 
Quirinale & fountain—up the stairs. Something going on—
officials in suits, business classy ladies, black cars waiting on 
the piazza.

Then to Enoteca Capranica for fancy lunch—again, we 
were the only customers, again, Nokia greeted us. We received 
warm breads—buckwheat; with black olives; salted tiny but-
ter croissants; curry breadsticks. White Lazio wine. (Alyssa 
liked it.) An amuse bouche of sweet chopped eggplant; mild 
horseradish cream & another smear of delicious sauce. Next, 
ravioli w/ crisped cheese for B, green tomato soup w/ garlic 
for me, lobster/shrimp cannelloni for Alyssa. The stuffed can-
nelloni were not great—bland. Then stuffed squid w/ red rice 
for me; pork & pickled veg for B. Lemon tart w/ tiny strawber-
ries & strawberry sorbet for Alyssa, Muscat for B, espresso for 
me. Delicious! & 3 little desserts each—complimentary! After 
2½ hours then…

Around the corner to the Pantheon. B explaining the 
proportions, finding the center on the floor. 

Past the Books fountain to Piazza Navona with more 
little dogs. Bottom of Navona to the Talking Statue. Then on 
big & little streets to…

Torre Largo Argentina—cat sanctuary. Alyssa spent at 
least an hour with the cats & said she did not satisfy her need 
for cat company! Bought a potholder.

Still couldn’t figure out the bus routes, so we took a bus 
that went to Termini, got off at Republicca, 2 Metro stops to 
Spagna. Groceries, home, feeling relaxed.

Drinking Prosecco w/ strawberries, reading, writing, 
uploading photos, eating green olives & taglioni (sp?)—Yum! 
Doing laundry. Lovely.



Joining the crowd at the Trevi fountain.
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Something happening at the Palazzo del Quirinale.
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In the distance, St. Peter’s.
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The only ancient sculptures still in their original places.
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Back down the hill.
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Lunch at the Enoteca Capranica.

http://www.enotecacapranica.it/en/
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Around the corner to the Pantheon.





Someone wanted coffee at the Tazza D’Oro.

http://www.tazzadorocoffeeshop.com/eng/index.php


The Pantheon.
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The rioni fountain of the Books on Via degli Staderari, on the way to Piazza Navona.
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Piazza Navona and Bernini’s Four Rivers fountain.
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Pasquino, most famous of the Talking Statues.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Talking_statues_of_Rome
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The Cat Sanctuary.

http://www.romancats.com/index_eng.php
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Day 6: Saturday, September 26, 2009—Villa Giulia; Pincian Hill; Spanish Steps

Evening notes—
Sunny & hot today

We had a hard time waking Alyssa, I think we are wearing 
her out. I knocked on her door @ 9 & again @ 10, at 10:30 she 
emerged already looking sleepy.

In the meantime, B roamed around looking for Roman 
Holiday film locations in our compound.

Once A was up and we had a bite to eat, we walked toward 
the river, Ripetta bus stop # 296—to get to Villa Giulia 
Etruscan Museum. Walked around, saw the Etruscan com-
ics.* Alyssa underwhelmed, headache coming on.

Lunch off via Flaminia—Ristorante al Borghetto—road 
destruction. Seafood primarily, not bad, white wine. 

Bruschetta; Me—seafood risotto—clams, mussels, shrimp, 
calamari, squid; B—seafood taglioni; A—shrimp risotto; B—
rosemary beef, cauliflower, green beans. Espresso.

Piazza Popolo within sight! Realized we could have walked 

* This was a bust. I had found that the Villa Giulia museum had an exhibit of 
comic art called Viaggio Etrusco and hoped that might interest Alyssa. I hoped 
it might interest me. In the event, they did have a half-dozen over-size panels of 
comic book art on stands, and the panels were, frankly, terrible. Both Alyssa and 
I were underwhelmed. (Googling it brings up no old pages from the museum, 
apparently even they have disowned the project.)

There was a graphic novel (half a dozen short stories) for sale, in Italian only. 
We bought a copy for a souvenir. The art was pathetically bad. To this day I have 
no idea what the text in it says: no reasonable way to translate it. 

There was a good idea in there somewhere—to try and make ancient Etruscan 
life accessible to young people. But that wasn’t it.

to Villa Giulia in the time it took to get to the bus stop & ride 
it up the hill.

Popolo scene of multi-band music concert. Of no interest 
to Alyssa. Up Pincio Hill, Alyssa still tired. Walked a bit 
through the park and sat while Bucky searched for toilet. 

Relaxing in Borghese gardens; watching bicyclists, 
Segwayers, skaters, foot powered ATVs & dual bicycle car-
riages—some young & younger just learning to operate 
mobile technology—

Crazy boys on wheels crashing
Girls on rollerblades arms akimbo, giggling and squealing
Little girls learning to ride, daddy running behind 

pushing & steadying
Seniors Segwaying and small boys too
Runners in black & blue nylon shorts & white tees
Boys in ATVs dragging screaming girls on rollerblades
Sparrows twittering, traffic hum behind the Aurelian Wall
Lovers kissing entangled on a bench
A day in the park
On Bs return, a stroll towards home & B found the spot 

where the North line/Meridian was established.
Gelato for B & I at the café at the top of the Spanish steps, 

me to grocery for milk & water, B & A home—Alyssa sleeping. 
Woke her & then all to Degli Amici for pizza.** 

** Eventually I walked out to the Piazza to see what was going on: a huge raucous 
public concert that was being broadcast on television. It was fun, and would have 
been more interesting if I had any idea who the performers were!



Out in the morning: a via Margutta 51 cat!









At the Villa Giulia museum.
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The only half-decent of the Comics Panels.
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On Thursday, November 6, 2008, Loie wrote in her trip 
diary for Interlude V, Home to Rome (Rome, with Mary 
and Ed), “Weird frieze of the Seven against Thebes, with the 
brains eater.”

As a footnote, I wrote, “This was the note. It must have 
been taken from the exhibit signs. Research has utterly 
failed to turn up any documented corroboration of the 
identification.

“There absolutely was a frieze of a battle, and one figure 
had its mouth on another figure’s head. I have found a dozen 
web sites containing the text ‘A reconstructed frieze display-
ing Kreugas eating the brain of his enemy,’ which is on the 
Wikipedia entry for the museum. I bet everyone else has 
copied that entry.

“Entries on the Seven Against Thebes say nothing about a 
copy in the museum, and every entry on Kreugas describes 
him as a boxer, with the story of how he was killed. So what 
the heck we actually saw is a mystery.”

But now, success! In researching identifications for this 
trip, I found: “Tydeus also appears in Aeschylus’s play Seven 
against Thebes, as one of the ‘Seven.’ He faced off with the 
defender Melanippus. He killed Melanippus, but was mor-
tally wounded by him. The goddess Athena had planned to 
make him [Tydeus] immortal but refused after Tydeus in 
a rage devoured the brains of the defeated Melanippus.” — 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tydeus.

So the Wikipedia entry for the museum was wrong! And 
as of December, 2014, still is. Mystery solved.

Different Greek authors told different versions of the life of 
Tydeus. But he is definitely the brain eater. Poor old Kreugas 
has been woefully maligned.



Lunch after the museum.
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Inside the Porta Popolo, a flood height marker.
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Up on the Pician Hill.
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Finding the meridian sight, with a statue of Father Angelo Secchi atop it.

http://www.faculty.fairfield.edu/jmac/sj/scientists/secchi.htm






Can’t see much through the sight…



But out there somewhere is the old Vatican Observatory, 
on the top of Church of St. Ignatius; from which the 
Italian Prime Meridian was established.



Re degli Amici.

http://www.tripadvisor.com/Restaurant_Review-g187791-d2420505-Reviews-Re_degli_Amici-Rome_Lazio.html






The Spanish Steps.
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Day 7: Sunday, September 27, 2009—Cecelia Metella Restaurant; Giolitti’s

Morning notes written Monday the 28th—
Sunday another gorgeous sunny day.

Our proposed objectives for Sunday were bussing to Cecilia 
Metella for lunch then bussing to the Aqueduct Park. But as 
this is the trip of no buses, it did not quite work out that way.

We left the apartment at 10:52, began walking down Corso 
in search of the 118 bus. No buses! We continued to walk & I 
saw a 95 coming up—towards Popolo, but relatively far 
down & turning right. We walked all the way to Venizia—
none of the bus signs showed 118. We walked across the street 
where there are more bus signs. No 118. B asked a driver who 
gave complicated do-this-then-that instructions & told us 
to begin with the 95 bus. We went back to the 1st set of bus 
signs. No 95! I told B about seeing the 95 earlier & suggested 
the driver had been pointing to a location further along, on 
Corso. Then I pointed to a cab stand across the street & said, 
let’s do that!

That worked. For €13 & €2 tip, we were deposited at the foot 
of the CM’s driveway at 11:55. The supposedly “pedestrian 
only” Sunday rule was apparently not an impediment for a 
Roman cab. So we killed a little time then walked up early to 
CM & sat under the trellis waiting for our table.

We sat by the turtle fountain—kids were just as excited 
as last time.* Same waiter, English speaking, but much 
more harried with at least 2 large bus tour groups. He 
said Sundays are crazy in September & October & quiet in 

* Alyssa thought too excited—there was a bit of turtle abuse going on that day. 
Not like our previous time when charming children gently fed the turtles flowers.

November & December. We’ll have to try to remember that!
We had a bigger meal than usual (for this trip) Prosecco 

of for B & I, then a shared seafood salad (delicious) 
Bucatini All’Amatriciana for me, vongole—spicy!—for B. 
Spinach & more ravioli for Alyssa. Roasted lamb which turned 
out to be beef for B, Orata tricoloure (eggplant, tomato, 3rd 
vegetable on top) for me but no eggplant left therefore crispy 
salty potatoes (excellent). Scampi alla diavola for Alyssa—split 
open prawns. All excellent. Sparkling Muscat for B & a bottle 
of white for the table. €123 & 12 tip—much less than expected/
budgeted.

Back down to the via Appia—118 bus there but wrong 
direction. Alyssa figured out the street was one way. Bus 
infrequent, didn’t want to spend money on the Archaeo bus. 
Alyssa & I went in a little courtyard to sit down. 118 ATAC 
came but we missed it because we were standing at the bus 
sign. B & A began tick tack toe on the wall, got reprimanded 
by a bossy young woman in 4 inch heels.

Finally another bus came. We roadway out of the city, 
parked for 15 min., then rode back through the via Appia & got 
off at circus Maximus, short walk to Metro to termini then 
España. Fairly late, & we all wanted gelato, so we walked back 
down Corso to Giolitti. Crowded, everywhere streets packed 
with people. Got our gelato, began walk home. Alyssa stepped 
in a pothole & rolled her ankle, luckily no injury but she 
removed her b & w stacked heel sneakers—raising blisters—& 
walked in her socks!

I bought a wallet for Mary & a change purse for me at the 
leather store of many colors. Stopped at the fountain near 
(across Corso) our street & were accosted by a somewhat 
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deranged old woman missing her front teeth. She wanted 
water & wanted B to move away from the fountain. She started 
yelling at us, her eyes wild, flicking her tongue back & 4th like 
a snake. I said I didn’t understand her. “No capiche?” She 
demanded. “No, no Italiano,” I said. As we started away she 
said “Ah! No capiche, no understand.” B turned & said “Now 
that I understand.”

“This is my town!” She said, still muttering. Too many 
tourists in Rome for the poor old thing.

Home, resting, not hungry. Took a bath, Alyssa slept. We 
read, Alyssa up, on computer (me), talked, read more. 10 PM I 
came up to read & fall asleep, B & Alyssa played Uno.
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Day 8: Monday, September 28, 2009—Shopping on Rienza; Ara Pacis, Fausto, Al Pollodoro

Morning notes written Tuesday 8:30 AM—

Yes, Monday was yet another sunny, hot day!
Breakfast at old favorite Luna d’Oro.
We took Spagna metro across the river to Ottaviano near 

the Vatican—inundated by charming young people offer-
ing Vatican tours. Alyssa & I checked out a street market, 
bought nothing. Found via Cola di Rienzo*—Antonio’s 
shopping recommendation—lots of shops but mostly closed 
on Monday! Only one truly caught Alyssa’s eye—looked 
like it was to open @ 1 PM, so we had quick lunch at a street 
café & went back—closed! Alyssa & I found a bead shop to 
make your own jewelry & we bought beads—Alyssa to make 
friendship bracelets for herself & Abby. While we shopped, B 
went off to take pictures of a fountain.

A looking sleepy, so by 2, decided to amble towards home—
give her nap time & us walking around time. We checked 
out a couple of restaurant possibilities at the Popolo end of 
Ripetta.

Took Alyssa home by 4 & we went back out—decided to 
look for a few more fountains & Ara Pacis. Along one side of 
AP, with Augustus’ mausoleum behind, was crazy street art 
set up all along the wall. Funny little comments written on 
cards in Italian & English with bits of found junk to illustrate 
the captions. In the center, a photo of the artist leaning 
against a huge engraved wall. That one was labeled “doppel-
ganger.” The artist stood across the street, leaning against the 

* Interesting that a street named for this populist firebrand should have become a 
shopping district.

engraved wall, arms & legs crossed—exactly as in the photo. 
He whistled when someone looked at his photo. I 1st became 
aware of him when I saw him run to one of the donation 
boxes at an end of the exhibit to collect & then scamper back 
to watching position. Fausto somebody (he gave us his little 
drawn calendar souvenir). A hoot.

Then the AP—closed Monday, but we sat on the marble 
by the fountain while B looked for other stuff in his notes. 
Across the street, the barrel fountain & a flood marker on the 
side of a church. YOW! Some high waters over the last 1,000 
years!

We walked a bit more, past Giolitti, in/out of Tebro (disap-
pointing), past Giolitti again, into the perfume store square 
(no perfume shop!!). Stopped @ grocery store for a few 
supplies, home woke Alyssa, off to Dal Pollarolo 1936, small trat-
toria on Ripetta. Pleasant, quick. Home, e-mail, contacted 
Antonio, played Jumanji. No stampeding animals.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ara_Pacis
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cola_di_Rienzo
http://www.wantedinrome.com/news/2000734/art-fausto-delle-chiaie-homeless-art-at-the-ara-pacis.html
http://www.tebro.it/it/
http://www.dalpollarolo1936.it/


Quick lunch at Portofino Caffe.







Along the way to Piazza dei Quiriti.



Piazza dei Quiriti…

http://roma.andreapollett.com/S3/roma-ft50.htm




















A school on the walk home.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Accademia_di_Belle_Arti_di_Roma




Our door.







Dedicated to Canova because his studio was here.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antonio_Canova








A “No dumping” notice of 1771. Something along the lines of “… president commands that no one dares to bring and 
gather straw or hay and other filth in the alley of the said Colonnelle throughout its extension and much less to let the 
horses stopped and secured to the wall…of St. James’…



Meeting Fausto.

http://www.wantedinrome.com/news/2000734/art-fausto-delle-chiaie-homeless-art-at-the-ara-pacis.html






































The fountain of the Ara Pacis.







Chiesa di San Rocco all’Augusteo, with good water stuff on it.





First, Fontana della Botticella.











Flood level marker.











The Fontanella della Scrofa used to be here. Now it’s down at the corner.

http://roma.andreapollett.com/S3/roma-ft22.htm




Enjoyed fried chicken at Dal Pollarolo 1936.











Piazza del Popolo by night.









Home.
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Day 9: Tuesday, September 29, 2009—Palazzo Barberini; Colline Emiliane; Antonio’s Tour, Testaccio

Day 9: Tuesday, September 29, 2009—Palazzo Barberini; Colline Emiliane; Antonio’s Tour, Testaccio

Morning notes written Wednesday@8:30 AM—
Another sunny, hot day!

Our objective was Barberini—a late-ish start & plans to 
meet Antonio @ 4 on the Flaminio, so Spagna → Barberini, to 
the fountain, of course. A walk around, with old walls, then 
to the Galleria Nazionale Arte Antica, Palazzo Barberini, via 
Barberini 18.

Holbein portraits of Henry VIII & Sir Thomas More, a 
couple of Caravaggios, a funky ceiling depicting divine 
knowledge, lots of St. Jeromes (patron saint of librarians!). 
Big beautiful rooms, not much view of the city, poor Bucky. 
Guards wore polo shirts embroidered with the 3 Barberini 
bees.

On to lunch at Colline Emiliane—pleasant small bistro, 
lightish lunch (for us)—start with a shared plate of cured ham, 
risotto w/ funghi for me, B—an Italian Monte Christo ham 
(pork chop) & cheese deep fried in batter. A sticks to plain 
spaghetti & tomato sauce. Water with gas; Fonté Prehistorica,/
Dal Moniti Sibillini.

Met Antonio on Flaminio across from the Popolo gate—
didn’t want to/wasn’t allowed to drive in?—off to tour bits 
of Rome & visit Testaccio. Along the way he pointed out 
sites & explained some aspects of modern Roman culture. 
For example, certain small cars, due to small engine size, 
are considered a scooter class, which can be driven in the 
historic district any time, and need no license to drive—a 14 
year old could drive one. Cars have bigger license plates then 
motorcycles & scooters the smallest plates of all.

Parents may now opt to have their children in school from 

8:30 to 430 or 8:30 to 12:30. Taxes are very high in Italy—busi-
nesses often close for a while then re-open, to avoid paying 
taxes. They must reopen with a new name, not all the same 
employees, etc. Antonio says it’s cheaper to do that then stay 
open & pay the taxes—30—40%.

Housing is also expensive. A few years back a client asked 
him to investigate downtown prices—€30,000 per square 
meter! Yow!

Antonio rarely uses his car—his scooter is much more 
efficient for getting around, & faster. Few people ride bicycles, 
as Rome is so hilly. Also motorcycles can go just about 
anywhere & parked anywhere, so they are a preferred mode of 
downtown transportation.

We mentioned Toti’s fear of driving in Naples (Antonio 
is from Bari)—he agreed Naples is a nightmare, where stop 
signs & stop lights all are “a suggestion,” and riders—espe-
cially older people—don’t wear helmets.

We stopped by Monte Testaccio—now you need to be part 
of a tour group of at least 20 to go up!* To a small festival with 
an art exhibit—modern, 66 New York artists. Very cool—we 
wished Mark P was there to see some of the things. Home 
briefly then to Gusto’s pizzeria (Antonio’s suggestion). Alyssa 
caught the attention of the young servers with her drawings/
sketching.

* According to the chronology of Loie’s pictures, after lunch we also visited 
S.Maria Liberatrice, a church in the Testaccio neighborhood. Both Loie and 
Alyssa took pictures there. Apparently neither of them took pictures of the Mount.



Bernini’s Triton fountain in Piazza Barberini.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fontana_del_Tritone


Courtesy of Alyssa



Courtesy of Alyssa



Courtesy of Alyssa



The Barberini bees.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Barberini_family




A tiny bit of the ancient Servian/Republican Wall, from the early 4th century bc

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Servian_Wall










Both sides of via Giosuè Carducci.



Ah, closed, so no Bernini interior.





Palazzo Barberini, another Roman Holiday filming location.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Palazzo_Barberini
http://lovebunnies.luckypro.biz/01_stuff/roman_holiday/rom_01.html




Courtesy of Alyssa









Colline Emiliane for lunch.

http://www.tripadvisor.com/Restaurant_Review-g187791-d696516-Reviews-Colline_Emiliane-Rome_Lazio.html




S.Maria Liberatrice, where Loie photographed our signs.



Courtesy of Alyssa









Courtesy of Alyssa



Courtesy of Alyssa



Courtesy of Alyssa



Courtesy of Alyssa



Courtesy of Alyssa



Courtesy of Alyssa



MACRO (Museo D’Arte Contemporanea Roma) Testaccio.




http://www.museomacro.org/






Courtesy of Alyssa



Courtesy of Alyssa













Courtesy of Alyssa



Courtesy of Alyssa



Courtesy of Alyssa







Alyssa had to explain to Bucky how his favorite of the exhibit worked.









Courtesy of Alyssa





Courtesy of Alyssa



Courtesy of Alyssa





Courtesy of Alyssa







Courtesy of Alyssa



Courtesy of Alyssa



Courtesy of Alyssa



Courtesy of Alyssa



Courtesy of Alyssa



Courtesy of Alyssa



Courtesy of Alyssa



Courtesy of Alyssa



Courtesy of Alyssa



Courtesy of Alyssa





Courtesy of Alyssa



Courtesy of Alyssa



Courtesy of Alyssa



Courtesy of Alyssa



Courtesy of Alyssa



Courtesy of Alyssa



Courtesy of Alyssa



Courtesy of Alyssa



Courtesy of Alyssa



Courtesy of Alyssa



Courtesy of Alyssa







Back home to via Margutta. Antonio and Bucky discuss Rome.







Alyssa’s admiring servers at Gusto’s.

http://www.gusto.it/
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Day 10: Wednesday, September 30, 2009—Ostia Antica; Hostaria da Pietro

Day 10: Wednesday, September 30, 2009—Ostia Antica; Hostaria da Pietro

Morning notes written Thursday 8 AM—
Sunny

For once, a relatively early start @ 9:15 AM or so, to Spagna. 
(Metro/bus to/from OA via Metro to Pyramide: €2 each). So 
out our door @ 9:15, atPyr @ 9:50, train @ 10 (every 15 min.?) 
25 min’s on train.

Still a sunny day, the air in Ostia Antica was cleaner & cooler, 
plus a breeze was blowing. Several German tour groups, 
mostly student groups, drawing the ruins. A scattering of 
individual tourists. We bought a new guidebook to help us, 
but were surprised by both the number of new explanatory 
signs in Italian & English and the amount of active archaeo-
logical work. Guess that’s because the dig season is still in 
progress.

Most interesting was observing the repairs to the f loor 
mosaics in the marketplace. Stones were stuck to precut paper, 
then smeared with gray “cement” then pressed into place, the 
paper to be removed later. This was for the white sections—a 
pretty quick process. The restored areas looked great.

We reached the theater by noon, just the right time to have 
cafeteria lunch. There was a sign on the wall “Do not touch 
the dogs”! There were 2 completely relaxed dogs who seemed 
quite content to beg in a cursory way, be shooed away by 
obviously well practiced (& loving) admonitions, and then lie 
down on the patio floor in the sun to fall asleep. The smaller 
one looked particularly well fed.

After lunch (bought books comic style explaining history 
of Rome) we sat on the grass & played a game of Uno. We 
decided to look at some sites we’d never visited, further 

along, & were rewarded with some fantastic frescoes & one 
particularly beautiful round mosaic floor. And a high view-
ing spot. A little earlier we’d seen one white dove, beautiful as 
it flew in the sun with blue sky behind.

Left at 4:30, stood all the way home on crowded trains. 
Glass of wine, shower for a search for goggles store for A (no 
luck), reservation @ 8 at Hostaria da Pietro (Antonio’s sugges-
tion), home for one game of Uno.

Pietro’s was great! Small, good food, fun. B went all out—
pasta e fagiole soup, black pepper & pecorino pasta, veal 
meatballs in sauce, spinach. I had fried zucchini f lowers, 
carbonara & rocket sweet tomato salad. We both had Amaros. 
Met Gay Cannon, a widow from Dallas, Texas, traveling 
alone. Rome, 3 days—Florence 4 days—Paris 3 days—London 
1½ days—or something like that. She in Rome for the 60th 
birthday party of her former boss—sounded like a big event. 
She said she loves London & has visited there before.

Our room at Pietro’s was lively due to some filming by 
a group of young people & a large family dinner. The front 
room on the street was completely different—darker, quiet. 
I noticed a Conestoga wagon on a shelf & asked our waiter. 

“Pietro likes horses,” he said, and pointed to another shelf 
with a smaller Conestoga wagon & a stagecoach. I saw only 
one horse that was not attached to any of these conveyances, 
so I’m not sure I quite got the real story.

Home, everyone ready for bed—though at 2 AM I woke up 
to see lights on & B asleep in the chair downstairs.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ostia_Antica
http://www.hostariadapietro.com/


The entrance to Ostia Antica.







































































































































































































Toilets.















































































Last stop: the floor of the Mithraeum of Felicissimus. It’s our 
favorite thing in Ostia antica and shamefully neglected.

http://www.ostia-antica.org/regio5/9/9-1.htm
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Day 11: Thursday, October 1, 2009—Ecstasy of St. Teresa; Borghese Park, Shopping, Giolitti’s; Babette

Day 11: Thursday, October 1, 2009—Ecstasy of St. Teresa; Borghese Park, Shopping, Giolitti’s; Babette

Morning notes written on Friday—

Sunny morning, clouding over
We decided Thursday would be an easy day—B running 

out of steam as was I & Alyssa pooped days ago. We planned 
to go to see the Ecstasy of St. Teresa (missed it the other 
day)—got there at about 11:15—mass in session! So we sat on 
the steps waiting for the priest to finish his sermon & mass. 
Got in with enough time to see her & I got chased out of the 
bookstore at closing time (11:55).

Noodled our way home for leftovers lunch (pizza, olives, 
salad, goat cheese & wine). Did more packing, then walked 
to the Borghese Park. Strolled around, found the lake, lots of 
squawking ducks. Decided we needed one final Giolitti gelato, 
so off we went. Got Quetzalcoatl chocolate & Alyssa found 
the goggle store. Made a 9 PM reservation at Babette’s.

Home, B got Prosecco, we relaxed, I napped. Delicious sup-
per at Babette (Antonio recommendation), lovely courtyard 
(A—vegetable carbonara; B—eggplant w/ cheese & tomatoes, 

“blue” Argentinian beef; me—potato basil soup, spaghetti 
with Argentinian beef ragout, greens/tomato; bottle of red 
house wine; glass of Amaro). After supper, a man who was 
also dining asked us how we knew about the restaurant—
no americans came in. We told him, “Our Roman friend 
Antonio.”

Home, sleep.



Waiting at Santa Maria della Vittoria to see The Ecstasy of St. Teresa.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ecstasy_of_Saint_Teresa






Over to the Borghese park again.













































Home again for the traditional last night roundup.





Supper at Babette.

http://www.babetteristorante.it/eng/
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Day 12: Friday, October 2, 2009—Return

Day 12: Friday, October 2, 2009—Return

Up @ 6:45 after restless sleep and dreams. Woke B @ 7:05, 
A @ 7:15. Ready to go @ 8, taxi driver at #51 @ 8:20 or earlier. 
Quick trip to FCO, arrived 9:15, at gate at 10:15 (CI, including 
bags, got boarding passes→security→passport control→shuttle 
bus to terminal→short walk to gate C28).

Taxing @ 11:35. Gave f light attendant chocolates, got 4 
“United currency” notes for a free drink!
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A Few Notes Afterwards

The following is the text from a post I made to the Slow Travel 
web site. I’m including it here just in case it gets lost from the web!

BuckyE
Slow Traveler
posted October 12, 2009 12:05 PM

We’ve just returned from niece Alyssa’s trip to Rome. Stayed in an 
apartment inside the via Margutta 51 complex. Oddly enough, the 
owner of the apartment is David Nichols, who features in an article I 
had read way back when I began the epic Roman Holiday investiga-
tion. Small world, eh?

Any way, I have completed adding a page of pictures of the inside 
of via Margutta 51 to the Roman Holiday web site. I’ve also updated 
the Map Page with new polygons to show the exact layout of the 
route from the front gate to “Joe’s Apartment.”

Hope you get a kick from this silliness!=
Thanks!
Bucky “Trying To Slow Down” Edgett

valerie*
Slow Traveler
posted October 13, 2009 9:15 AM

How did your niece enjoy Rome and the Roman Holiday tour?
You don’t tell us where you stayed! Could you share the link and 

write a review of the apartment; I’m sure others will be very interested 
in that location (I know I am! Smile )

* This was the Valerie who wrote The Roman Holiday Tour - Walking into the Movie 

Scenes, which was invaluable on getting me started on my obsessive site.

BuckyE
Slow Traveler
posted October 14, 2009 11:51 PM

A wonderful time was had by all. Alyssa wasn’t quite so interested 
in Roman Holiday. She had never seen the movie until we made her 
watch it, a couple of weeks before we went on ours. But she agreed it 
was a good movie, and was very indulgent when, as we went about, I 
pointed out places that appeared in it.

I didn’t make any special effort to take us around to movie loca-
tions. This trip was more about Rome in general: ancient history, 
ancient and modern art, eating, parks, window shopping. Sort of 
an overview. Alyssa’s first trip abroad, I do believe. She’s been up 
to New York city a couple of times, so wasn’t overwhelmed by big 
cityness. She did comment on the sharing of the streets by traffic and 
pedestrians.

quote:
 You don’t tell us where you stayed! Could you share the link and 
write a review of the apartment; I’m sure others will be very inter-
ested in that location (I know I am! Smile ) 
I’ll try to remember to ask Loie for the apartment paperwork. We 

were up in the back of the complex, against the hill. It was a nice, 
though hardly luxurious apartment. British plumbing, as usual less than 
sterling, but perfectly adequate.

What is it with British people and plumbing? What have they got 
against it, anyway? “Keep it old,” seems to be the idea. “Or, if you 
can’t keep it old, keep it ricketty and barely adequate. Make sure it 
turns itself off every now and then. And never, ever, include a decent 
shower stall. Shun those like…well, like decent modern plumbing.”

We rented from David Nichols, of National Geographic Traveler fame. 
I had read that article years ago, when I first began researching Roman 

http://slowtalk.com/groupee/forums/a/tpc/f/862600685/m/536101074
http://www.slowtrav.com/italy/rome/vs_roman_holiday.htm
http://www.slowtrav.com/italy/rome/vs_roman_holiday.htm
http://www-t.nationalgeographic.com/traveler/articles/1076romanholiday.html
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Afterword: A Few Notes Afterwards

Holiday. I’d not saved or bookmarked the article, as it had nothing 
to add to the myriads of pages about the movie locations. And as 
a matter of fact I’d forgotten it entirely. One evening I picked up an 
old copy of the magazine that was kicking around under the coffee 
table in the apartment, and saw the title of the article. So imagine my 
surprise when I read it, remembered reading it online way back when, 
and realized our David Nichols was the David Nichols quoted in the 
article! Now that was a coincidence not to be beat.

When we had been corresponding with Jill and Leon, the rental 
managers, we mentioned we were interested in the apartment 
because of the movie. They assured us “the owner” was an expert. 
That turned out not to be true. Some day soon I’ll write up the story. 
For now, the apartment was:
Apartment Attico Margutta, #30, via Margutta 51.
http://www.rome-accom.com/acco...attico-margutta.aspx

The complex is beat up and overgrown. The apartment is showing 
its age, and when shut up was a bit dank. However, on sunny days 
light abounded, ceiling fans cleared the air; the wifi was brilliant; it 
was dead quiet. A quirkier, funnier place than the complex at #51 and 
better location than via Margutta absolutely can’t be found in Rome. 
It was a grand adventure to be in via Margutta 51! Just imagine, every 
morning we went out, looking like this:

Doug Phillips
Slow Traveler
posted October 15, 2009 8:27 PM

Interesting discussion. Love the pics. When I was there in Sept. 
2007 the concierge correctly prevented me from entering the court-
yard at via Margutta 51.
Doug

valerie
Slow Traveler
posted October 16, 2009 9:30 AM
Thanks for the link. We searched in the past for apartments in via 
Margutta and couldn’t find any. We stayed at Hotel Forte once solely 
because it was on that street, when we did our Roman Holiday tour 
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day.
quote:
 the concierge correctly prevented me from entering the courtyard 
at via Margutta 51.
Interesting! The first time we visited several years ago the gate was 

locked, but since then we have visited several times and never had a 
problem getting inside! Maybe we have been there enough the guard 
just thinks we are regulars. Wink! Give it another try next time you’re 
in Rome, and just walk through into the courtyard like you belong 
there.

And finally…
We didn’t realize it beforehand, but Alyssa’s Latin class was 

supposed to go to Rome, and didn’t. I think it was well after we had 
returned, at some family event, she told us the story.

Every year the Latin teacher leads a trip to Rome for the students. 
But that year, the class was taught by a substitute teacher who didn’t 
have certification to lead a trip. So the class couldn’t go. 

Alyssa did.
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